Nasco Sludge Judge & Tank Samplers

71484

S A MP L IN G E Q U I PMEN T

41342

Cloth carrying case 41345 features pockets
for sampler components and brushes.

Core Sampler
Accessories
• Treat your core sampler with a little TLC
Make your core sampler last longer with these accessories. Use the
cleaning brushes with a mild detergent to remove filmy deposits and
residue that build up on your core sampler over time. This ensures you
can see your core sample clearly and take more accurate readings.
Choose from 6- or 8-ft models.
The sturdy cloth storage/carrying case lets you take your core sampler
with you and store it out of the elements. It also helps you keep your
sampler parts together.
DESCRIPTION
Brush, 8-ft (for Core Samplers 11/4"Dia or More)
Brush, 6-ft (for Core Samplers 1"Dia or Less)
Cloth Storage/Carrying Case

STOCK #
71484
41342
41345

EACH
$

Sludge Judge

Raven CORETAKER MAX
Septic Tank Samplers

®

Robust core samplers are ideal for applications requiring
heavy sludge samples—great for vacuum pumper trucks,
grease traps, septic tanks and wastewater sludge haulers.
Large 1.5"OD tube size makes it easy to
view samples.

Operation is simple: Set the shepherd’s
hook on the edge of the tube’s clean
end, lower the CORETAKER MAX into
the process to collect a sample, and
release the hook to shut the valve and
trap the sample inside.
To clean, simply rinse from the open
clean end of the CORETAKER MAX
and flush the waste out the valve end.
Because the shepherd’s hook allows
the valve to remain open, it can be
rinsed through and into the tank.
DESCRIPTION
CORETAKER MAX Core Sampler, 1.5"OD x 5'L
CORETAKER MAX Core Sampler, 1.5"OD x 8'L

Fax 847.689.3030

Sludge Judge Ultra

Nasco Sludge Judge® Core Samplers

• Available in 5' and 8' lengths
• Designed for septic tank and pumper truck sampling
• Heavy-duty valve assembly contains heaviest of sludges

One-piece polycarbonate tube features
SS fasteners for excellent strength
during sampling and longer sampler
life. Dripless link-release valve assembly
connects to a shepherd’s hook release
to take up the heaviest sludge and
contain it. O-rings seal valves to the
tube, preventing leaks.

Sludge Judge II

• Complete kits or replacement parts available
Sludge Judge samplers take accurate measurements of settleable solids
in slurries that contain less than 5% solids. All units consist of three 5-ft
sections for easy transport. Choose from three models.
Sludge Judge features a 3/4" butyrate tube. Holds approximately 3 oz per ft.
Sludge Judge II features a 11/4" butyrate tube. That’s double the size of the
original Sludge Judge, resulting in double the capacity—6 oz per ft.
Sludge Judge Ultra features a 3/4" polycarbonate tube that’s treated with
an ultraviolet stabilizer to reduce deterioration from the sun. This results in
a durable, rigid sampler that remains strong in cold temperatures and can
withstand heat up to 280°F. Sampler holds approximately 3 oz per ft.
If you have a Sludge Judge and are unsure of which model you have,
see below:

Cutaway view of
heavy-duty valve

Red foot markers and black fittings = Sludge Judge
Red foot markers and white fittings = Sludge Judge II
Blue foot markers and black fittings = Sludge Judge Ultra
Note: Sludge Judge series samplers are not compatible with
CorePRO® samplers.
Shipping: Additional handling fees apply.

Quick-Release
Shepherd’s Hook
STOCK #
48309
48311

EACH
$

Phone 800.548.1234

				 SLUDGE
SLUDGE JUDGE		 SLUDGE JUDGE II		 JUDGE ULTRA
DESCRIPTION
STOCK #
EACH STOCK #
EACH STOCK #
EACH
Complete Kit
25514
$ 25513
$ 25512
$
Top Section w/ Rope
25508		25504		 25501
Middle/Extension Section 25509		 25506		 25502
Bottom Section w/ Valve 25511		25507		 25503

Optional Accessories (for use with all models)
DESCRIPTION
Storage Case for Sludge Judge
6-ft Cleaning Brush
Numbered Sticker Set (1 to 24)

usabluebook.com

STOCK #
41345
41342
71485

EACH
$

1663

